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IN A NUTSHELL
NYC, a coffee-loving city, throws away 8 million to-go coffee cups daily. In
2014, the city collaborated with the DO School to find a viable commercial
solution to this environmental issue. After exploring and validating several
prototypes, one revolutionary idea was successfully piloted: a cup-sharing
system called Good To Go.

“Everyone from The DO School has done a fantastic job conceiving of the
project, executing the details behind it and helping us launch the program”.
JIM MUNSON
PRESIDENT OF THE BROOKLYN ROASTING COMPANY
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THE CHALLENGE
The city that never sleeps runs on coffee: 8 million single-use coffee cups are thrown away every day in
NYC. Most end up in landfills and will take up to 1000 years to decompose. Reusable coffee cup initiatives
have tried to solve the issue, but being limited to individual chains, they’ve had a low impact, accounting
for less than 1% of the market. The Mayor’s Office of Long-Term Planning and Sustainability was on the
search for a holistic, integrated solution and approached the DO School for ideas.

We’ve partnered with major corporations, governments, NGOs, and the UN to empower impact
entrepreneurs and social innovators from over 100 countries that have since changed the lives
of over 4 million people. Ready to enable social impact? Get in touch...
GET IN TOUCH

THE ENGAGEMENT
The DO School curated a group of the most talented, relevant impact entrepreneurs and innovators
working in the field from over 1 500 applications. The selected group was invited to NYC to co-create new
solutions together with city employees and experts from important stakeholders including waste
management, producers and coffee shop owners using the DO Method and guidance from DO School
facilitators. The best ideas that generated value for all were then directly tested with customers.
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THE RESULT
From over 100 solutions, participants refined and honed in on one solution: Good to Go, a cup-sharing
system that allows customers to choose reusable cups instead of single-use ones. By paying a small
deposit, coffee lovers receive a reusable cup that gets sanitized and reused once returned.
The idea was piloted across Brooklyn with the Brooklyn Roasting Company and return stations around the
city. The pilot was a huge success: The number of customers who bought reusable cups went up from 1%
to 20% in just a few days.
Once the project was completed, NYC and the DO School made the solution freely accessible to inspire
cup-sharing systems around the world. As a result, cities across America and Europe have adopted and
developed the idea further, leading to significant waste reduction. The project also received national and
international media recognition thanks to its holistic approach that benefits coffee chains, customers, and
city waste management alike.

FAST COMPANY
“A simple fix for cutting down
on New York’s enormous
waste stream of to-go coffee
cups involves returning your
cup when you’re done”.
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Katherin Kirschenmann, The DO
School co-founder, explains the
“Good To Go” program designed
to reduce paper waste from
single-use cups”.

“With this new system,
fellows are looking to not only
transform the to-go cup but
also help the city, and later the
world, with its waste”
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